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Abstract: During "Internet plus" era, along with the economic globalization and knowledge diversification, college teachers'
occupational competence is increasingly challenged, and young teachers as the main force of teachers, their competence development
increasingly affects the quality of higher education in China. However, young college teachers' occupational competency development status
is not optimistic. Based on the ability and quality young college teachers should have, the study is exploring the virtual team across
organizational boundaries, dynamic and flexible, efficient collaboration of human resource organization form, trying to set up a virtual team
dynamic contract operation model based on the path to enhance the five dimensions of interpretation and virtual team competency from the
occupation of young college teachers' occupation competency.
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Introduction
During "Internet plus" era, the future development of
college education has attracted the attention from all walks of
life. What’s more, lectures play an important role in the
development of college education, the construction of teachers
team have also been highly valued. The proportion of young
teachers in total colleges’ teachers is increasing. It is significant

mode for universities’ operation, teachers’ management and
science & technology development transferring, all our effort is
to seek an effective exploration of practical significance.
2. Research on the Professional Competence of Young
Teachers in Universities
2.1 Connotation of Professional Competence of Young
Teachers in Universities

to investigate the status young teachers in universities. Teachers

Competence is often called competency or employability.

in the occupation plight and the path of ascension, affecting the

McClelland defined "competence" as: individuals displayed their

university education whether flourish in the future. Harvard

personal attributes about excellent performance in specific

University professor McClelland put forward competency in

position or organizational environment (McClelland, David C,

1973 for the first time in the book Testing for Competency

338); and Boyatzis defined "competence" as: individual

Rather Than for Intelligence (McClelland, D.C., 4). In recent

characteristics, motivation, knowledge, characteristics of self

years, the research and application of competency wins closely

image, which could potentially and deeply lead to excellent

attention from the scholars of our country, but these studies

performance (Boyatzi S, R. E., 208); Spencer defined

focus on talent recruitment, performance management, to

"competence" as: the characteristics of personal potential surface

enhance occupation competency especially for college young

and deep features of the person who has excellent performance,

teachers is slightly less. In addition, since 1990s, the advantages

which differs from mediocrity in an organization. In summary,

of virtual teams has received attention and application of

the young college teachers' occupation competency refers to a

economic scholars and organizations in United States, Japan and

professional

other developed countries, and also has been successfully

characteristics.

applied in the military field and economic practice. Virtual team
is the future development direction of the work team (Alan
Rossiter, 190), this paper attempts to explore a more effective

knowledge,

skill,

values

and

personality

2.2 Structural Dimensions of Professional Competence of
Young Teachers in Universities
The competency of different industries has common
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tributes, but its characteristics still cannot be ignored. The study

surface of the iceberg for the identification of competence

also noted that the Danielson (1996) put forward the teacher

( which could be called differential competency), such as

occupation competency model in four dimensions, namely,

personality, quality, value, attitude, self image, driving force and

planning, environmental monitoring, teaching ability and

social motivation, which is difficult to observe, but it is the most

professional responsibility; Bisschoff & Grobler (1998) applied

valuable part of the competency. A complete competency model

a structured questionnaire to explore the depth of teachers

is the sum of all these representational and potential traits (C. P.

competency in eight theoretical levels: learning environment,

M. Van Der Vleuten, 66).

professional commitment, discipline teaching, basic teaching,

In summary, the paper suggests that, young college teachers

reflection ability, cooperation ability, work effectiveness and

should have professional competency, which include the

leadership skills; Hay McBer (2000) put forward the "high

following five dimensions: teaching ability (teaching skills, oral

performance research-based teacher model", this model covers

and written expression ability, grasp the progress of teaching）,

five competency indexes, such as professional, leadership,

scientific research ability (ability to understand the frontier

thinking, planning/setting expect, and scientific linkage to others.

theory, and the corresponding research and exploration

We also notice Iceberg Model, the members’ abilities in the

ability),continuous learning (discovery, access, the ability to

organization, just like an iceberg floating on the surface of the

accept new knowledge), personal characteristics (high IQ, high

water, surfaced factors above water represents benchmark

EQ, innovation, hard-working and ambitious) and occupational

competence

motivation (University Teachers' work motivation in the

ability

(which

could

be

called

threshold

competency), including experience, knowledge, skills, dominant

occupation belief, occupation identity), as shown in Figure 2.1.

traits and so on; and the potential factors which just below the

Facial

Teaching ability
Scientific research ability

Potential

Continuous learning
Personal characteristics
Occupational motivation

Figure 2.1 Structural Dimensions of Professional Competence of Young College Teachers

3. Analysis of Current Development of Young Teachers'
Competence in Colleges and Universities
The young college teachers' occupation competency could
be classified as five dimensions: teaching ability, scientific
research ability, continuous learning ability, personality and
occupation motivation, we can find that the young college
teachers' competency development is not optimistic, which can
be specifically listed as following issues:
3.1 Young College Teachers’ Lack of Teaching Skills and
Techniques
Since the 1999’s enrollment expansion, the number of
college students have been increasing quickly. The consequence
of the popularization of the higher education is that all the
universities and colleges employed a large quantity of teachers
to meet their need of education. Most of these employed teachers

are newly graduated masters or doctors. These young teachers'
identities and roles have changed essentially in the short training
period; they had begun their teaching career before they could
successfully apply what they had learned theoretically to the
actual teaching practice. The lack of practice in their school time
and the Theory Based Training of their career training made
these new teachers do not have a process of combining the
education theory they learned with their teaching practice and a
process of re-considering and comprehending. This inevitably
lead to their teaching mode，just focus on the theory in book.
That is one of the reasons why the university teachers' teaching
ability is not strong enough. As a young teacher just stepped
onto the teaching platform, they love their occupation, but they
do not prepared psychologically and do not have enough
experience of training and assistant teaching practice; so it is
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very possible that they treat students in spoon-feeding ways.
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Individualization

They probably do not have abundant ways of teaching methods,

Faced with each passing day change in science, economy

do not know different students conditions; they only teach

and society, as a young college teacher who trains advanced

blindly in their own world and they are even incoherent in their

intellectuals, he must always be in the forefront of his

speeches. This is not good for the organization of classroom

specialized knowledge. Young teachers are energetic and thirst

teaching and cannot expand students’ knowledge, which would

for knowledge, but after all, they have just entered the society

finally make the students lose their learning interests.

and need to deal with the complicated relationships of marriage,

3.2

Young

College

Teachers’

Scientific

Research

work and life, which will, to a certain extent, reduce the
concentration of young teachers' expertise in their own

Competence is at a Disadvantage
The level of scientific research is an important index of a

profession. In fragmented times, it is difficult for young teachers

university’s ranking. The competition among colleges and

to acquire systematic knowledge, The huge and fragmentary

universities is the competition of scientific research competence

information will make young teachers mistakenly think that they

to a large extent. And this is accordingly becomes the important

have mastered the knowledge, and consider "read" as "thinking”.

responsibility of each university teacher. The scientific research

Besides the quality of knowledge update is also difficult to

competence is an important manifestation of teachers' academic

upgrade. In the long run, the result is a decline in knowledge and

competence and working competence. But the development of

technology, and even stagnation, without the constant pursuit of

the young teachers in this area is not satisfactory. First of all,

knowledge, how can young teachers be better qualified for

compared to the senior teachers or administrators, young

teaching and research work? In addition, due to external

teachers are at a disadvantage in the titles, qualifications, human

exchanges, there are fewer opportunities for continuing

resources etc. So they are usually having poor competition in

education and other training, and lack of reward and punishment

subject applying. This makes most of the young teachers in high

mechanism, the continuing learning ability of young teachers is

schools have been struggling in the edge of academy,

badly in need of training. In the long period of time, the

enthusiastic but helpless. And finally their scientific research

knowledge and skills of college teachers are becoming more and

level cannot be improved because of the lack of scientific

more individualized. But with the rapid development of science

research platform. Secondly, current universities paid much

and technology, the trend of cross connection and integration of

more attention to scientific research than to the teaching

many disciplines is increasing, In modern times, there is no such

competence in evaluation mechanism. The scientific research

thing as a mixture of multi discipline cross connection and

competence influenced the title evaluation, the positional ranks,

integration. In the long run, college teachers will be faced with

and the salary. Under the dual pressures psychologically and

the plight of poor role adjustment, and it is difficult to get out of

physically, young teachers can only trying and trying to find a

the career plateau in a short time.

better and competitive subject. Furthermore, which is more
serious, the slim opportunity of applying a subject successfully

3.4

Some

Defects

are

existed

in

the

Personal

Characteristics of Young College Teachers

brings frustration to young teachers. This frustration is not

Personal characteristics are the driving force in the structure

disposable; it may be lifelong. This is in line with what the

of teacher competence, it is the key factor that influences the

“Matthew Effect” explains: The individual or the community, in

performance of individual teachers, and it is also an important

some aspects, such as fame, status, success, will produce a

factor that leads to the difference of individual competence

cumulative advantage when successes are achieved; those who

among teachers. Young teachers in colleges show many

achieved successes will have more chances to achieve greater

advantages in their personal characteristics, such as daring to

successes. In the field of education, this effect manifests like this:

innovate, strong motivation for achievement, hard work and

The professors, experts, get more scientific research funds, more

enterprising spirit, etc. But they also show some personality

social part-time jobs, more learning and training opportunities,

flaws in some ways, it restricts the development of its

and more resources. While the young teachers face the shortage

competence (Kranov, Ashley Ater , Danaher, Maurice; Schoepp,

of funds for scientific research, and also they are offered rare

Kevin, 33) . First, the young teachers' professional resilience is

opportunities of the academic speeches, training and learning

fragile. Professional resilience is a symbol of teacher

(Dannefer EF, Henson LC, Bierer SB, 722). As a result, young

competence. It is the ability and characteristics of individuals to

teachers have been always in the situation of lacking support and

adapt

help. As time goes, their enthusiasm for scientific research has

experience life value & life meaning, identify and adhere to

been exhausted, thus their scientific research cannot be trained

work when they are in adversity. It is one of the standards for

and improved.

teachers' professional maturity. A teacher with a high level of

3.3 Young Teachers in Universities Lack Continuous
Learning

Ability,

Fragmentation

of

Knowledge

and

themselves

to

circumstances,

adjust

themselves,

career maturity and competence is bound to exhibit strong
tolerance and accommodation in the face of difficulties and
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setbacks. Career resilience has a negative effect on Teachers' job

evaluation content, it is difficult for college teachers to think

burnout, occupational stress and other negative emotions. Young

deeply about their career growth cycle, and it is more difficult to

teachers bear more pressure in the field of education and life

make scientific career development and career planning. More

than middle-aged teachers, In addition, the lack of social

emphasis on the dominant and measurable aspects of their work

experience of young teachers and social resources, resulting in

and personal orientation, and the "iceberg" is not enough to think

their tolerance is relatively weak than middle-aged teachers.

about. College teachers need to make more efforts at the

Second, the pursuit of self value is too much. Self worth is the

potential level.

psychological tendency of the individual to accept and affirm the
importance of self. According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs,
the realization of self-worth is at the top of the hierarchy of

4. Competence Promotion Strategy: a virtual team
based on dynamic contract task network

needs. As young college teachers standing on the top of ivory

There are no perfect individuals, only perfect team. During

tower, good educational background and higher social reputation

knowledge explosion era, this opinion has been a broad

have given them a strong expectation of their own values.

consensus spreading in intellectual circles and management

However, when they enter the field of reality, their original

circles. As we all know, university is oriented to cultivate the

vision of work is broken, but many years of educational

talents and scientific research. Education and scientific research

experience still force them to overcome difficulties and realize

complement are inseparably interconnected in essence, they both

their self-worth. Thus, during the process of pursuing value

are occupational requirements to college teachers and not a

realization, they are eager for quick success and instant gain,

single one can be omitted. However, in the practice of

learning style, impetuosity, individualism and so on. They may

management, young college teachers' personal time and energy

fall into the other extreme, and when they do, their self-identity

are limited, it is difficult to make reasonable arrangements for

decreases, and even self denial fails.

teaching

3.5 College Young Teachers' professional beliefs are
unstable

and

research

work,

occupation

competency

development is poor, what is more, due to the disciplinary
boundaries, knowledge blind spots existence, teachers are

The career development of young teachers in universities is

required to cooperate with each and establish an efficient team.

confronted with the dangers of unclear orientation, job burnout,

Under the consideration of cost, physical teaching teamwork

lack of ability and separation from students, the particularity of

mode suffers to more or less restrictions during process of the

the work leads to the decline of initiative among some college

promotion. In this situation, the zero-cost virtual teaching. Mode

teachers, the dissociation of the concept of work and the vague

has become an optimal choice, but the specific operational mode

direction of the vision. College teachers usually bear heavy

of virtual teams still needs us to make further exploration.

scientific research and teaching tasks. As for college teachers,

According

to

the

bottlenecks

encountered

in

the

scientific research achievements such as papers are highly

competency development of young university teachers, this

dominant and the teaching effects are relatively implicit.

paper gives a promotion strategy, which is to organize virtual

Therefore, under the drive of limited energy and interest, there

teams in university based on dynamic contract task internet. In

has been a general emphasis on scientific research, light teaching

this operation mode, firstly, the dynamic contract acts as a link,

evaluation, less attention to the teacher's career planning,

then we need to make full use of information and

development advantages, potential and other. This kind of

communication

orientation embodies the extensive use of rigid indexes such as

communication and collaboration, as far as possible to

the amount of papers, monographs and the number of projects to

materialize, visualize, merchandise and optimize the virtual

be presided over in the selection of teacher evaluation system.

characteristic, the optimization characteristics of virtual. Then to

However, the efforts of teachers in the process of teaching

weaken the issues generate issues arising from the virtual nature

reform are neglected because of their slow performance and

in trust, knowledge sharing and strengthen the flexibility of this

difficulty in quantification. Colleges and universities have too

feature.

technology

to

strengthen

horizontal

many strict and rigid requirements on scientific research

In the process of establishing the virtual team, we need

achievements, to a certain extent, which destroyed teachers'

actively organize the core team. The project leader and the core

teaching enthusiasm and affected the career development plan of

members of the specific project implementation study signed a

teachers in the field of teaching and educating, and has affected

distribution contract for the main task, at the same time; the core

the quality of teaching and education to some extent. Moreover,

members will also work with the next level of researchers to

it has an impact on academic morality and subject education. It

achieve a certain task redistribution contract. Thus, a running

is easy to mislead university teachers to abandon their scientific

model based on dynamic contract operation network is formed.

career development plan and pursue scientific research results

The core of this operating model is the dynamic contract task

unilaterally. In the long run, under the guidance of this one-sided

network, the reason why we call it dynamic contract task net just
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as follows: (1) Many flexible terms are provided on the content,

In the virtual team perspective, study the countermeasures

most of which depend on the work condition of the contracting

of how to effectively improve the professional competence of

party and the changing of the research environment, and thus the

young college teachers is relatively complex, thus this study

operation has greater flexibility (2) Dynamic contract task net

firstly refines professional competence of teachers and extract

contains a "sequence of contract", which is not used, do not

them to five dimensions; secondly, then, according to the

encourage the one-time contract approach, instead of using the

characteristics of the virtual team's cross organizational

"sequence of contract" cooperative behavior constraints, only

boundaries, dynamic flexibility and efficient collaboration

after the completion of a contract based on clause that can

among the members of the organization, this study proposes a

execute the next contract. So the contract has a strong dynamic

virtual team running model of young college teachers based on

characteristic.

dynamic contract task network. Furthermore, this study is

Dynamic contract should include the following contents: (1)

intended to study the way how to improve the professional

Dynamic trust supervision mechanism. In order to enhance the

competence of young college teachers under this mode of

cohesion of the whole virtual team and make it work on the

operation is discussed. Special emphasis is placed on differences

same problem, it is necessary to solve the problem of trust

among members, complementary, flexibility, coordination, and

mechanism, form the trust within the team, and build a team

integrity on this basis (Ndez, Daniel López-Ferná, 38).

culture. At the same time, because of existence of information

5.1 Young teachers in Colleges and universities develop

and knowledge asymmetry, members of the virtual team in the

their practical ability and enhance their teaching ability in

university may have the behavior of damaging the degree of

virtual teams

information and knowledge sharing under the impetus of

The young teachers in universities should make full use of

interests. So in the virtual team operation process, the

the power of virtual teams when they preach, teach and dispel

corresponding dynamic trust supervision mechanism is needed

doubts, and change the teaching method of the traditional type of

to restrain the behaviors of team members. (2) Information and

standup comedy, In teaching, young teachers should broaden

knowledge sharing mechanism. With a common aim, the team

students' knowledge scope, arouse students learning enthusiasm,

members will each one airs his own views, they will not keep his

improve their practical and innovative ability, and train excellent

or her opinion, will not worry about being laughed at or others

talents in line with the needs of society. What is more, young

are superior to them, which is to break the barriers of knowledge,

teachers should also train students' innovative consciousness,

then there is a premise, media and channels of the knowledge

train analytical thinking, and help them set up individual ways of

sharing must maintain smooth, knowledge sharing media and

doing things. It’s easy to know, but difficult to do. Young college

channels is supported by information technology, knowledge,

teachers in virtual team of should guide the students from "know

information

hardware

it" to "do it", On the basis of grasping the subject accurately,

communication. At the same time, as the team members to share

young teachers are required to strengthen the cultivation of

their knowledge, just in front of us, how to deal with the issue of

students' innovative ability, be good at stimulating students'

intellectual property with positive research, better stimulate team

innovative thinking in teaching, encourage students to put

members at the same time, In the process of breaking knowledge

forward innovative theories and methods, and devote themselves

barriers and sharing knowledge, different members have

to the practice of mass innovation, that is to pursue thorough

different professional backgrounds and thinking methods,

knowledge with practical action. Virtual teams are built

Knowledge innovation will be produced to a great extent,

according to the needs of the project, and the composition can be

however, the completion of these actions cannot be achieved

adjusted according to the problems arising from the project

without the incentive mechanism, performance evaluation

process. Once the project is completed, the team will end.

system and guarantee system to maintain the fairness and good

Therefore, it has a high degree of flexibility. In addition,

performance of research virtual teams. Because of the protection

members are flexible in their work and are no longer limited to

of intellectual property rights, some of them should be

laboratories or offices. What’s more, it breaks the boundaries of

completed through material incentives and non-material

the organization and allows free use of external resources to

incentives, which are also the core content of the incentive

reduce the pressure on the internal staff. On this basis, the team

mechanism, that is, to improve the research enthusiasm of team

can streamline the organization and redesign the framework so

members. This is a special manifestation of the incentive

that members can move in the right direction. In addition, this

mechanism, as a motivating measure and affirmation of its

model reduces the office costs of members, thereby reducing

scientific research efforts in the process of the operation of

management costs for schools. Besides, it has the advantage in

university research teams.

intelligence cost. We can base ourselves on the construction and

exchange

and

media

channel

5. Research on the path of enhancing young college
teachers' competence

operation of the virtual team, so that this new form of team can
not only lead the research direction and expand the field of
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research, but also cultivate the teaching ability through the

ability to absorb new knowledge and new skills are an effective

formation of self-organization mechanism and provide a new

guarantee for maintaining professional quality. Under the

path choice for the implementation of university discipline

mechanism of information and knowledge sharing, virtual team

prosperity program.

members can quickly master information and make scientific

5.2 Young teachers in Colleges build a learning

decisions by sharing core knowledge and technology, and

community in virtual teams to enhance their scientific research

constantly learning and active updating. The competition

ability

between virtual teams essentially depends on expertise and skills,

The virtual team of university teachers can effectively

to maximize the integration of resources in a cross

improve the scientific research innovation ability through

organizational boundary, and to play a coordinating role, college

rational technical division of labor. In the process of guiding

teachers share knowledge and wisdom within the team, in the

students' scientific research, the university teachers in the virtual

long run, work efficiency will be greatly improved. The

team should highlight the dynamic, flexible, efficient and

technical division of labor and intellectual sharing based on

cooperative human resource organization model with "project as

virtual teams are important supports for continuous learning

the center”, guided by multi-discipline cross connection,

ability; virtual team members can learn information quickly and

integration, and communication, direct students to grasp the

make scientific decisions only by constantly learning and active

direction of scientific research topics, conduct systematic data

learning.

research, find feasible research ideas, determine scientific

5.4 Young teachers in Colleges and universities enhance

research methods, keep up with the progress of research, sum up

their personal characteristics and experience professional

scientific research results and publish scientific research papers,

resilience in virtual teams

the whole process of instruction must be fine. Not only can the

In the virtual team across time and space characteristics,

teachers and students in the research team devote themselves to

the virtual team in the team built a culture, which can be called

the study of cutting-edge literature, but also make them keen to

"trust". The university teacher occupation is relatively

capture the forefront of the subject information, careful insight

independent, autonomous, virtual team members of the

into the nature of innovation. For example, the cooperation of

University also need to have a very strong professional

transnational virtual teams also provides an important direction

responsibility, consciously, actively responsible for individual

for the development of College Teachers in the future. The

tasks and cooperate to complete the task team, smooth, efficient

virtual team members of various countries break the restrictions

team project objectives. The team members should actively

of time, space and other organizational boundaries. On the basis

improve their cultural EQ and raise their sense of responsibility

of fully understanding the national conditions and culture of

so

each country, they summarize the advantages and disadvantages

establishment of virtual teams blurs the role of organizational

of development, Based on National College Teachers' individual

boundaries and is conducive to the establishment of personality

temperament, personality differences, rational allocation and

traits of college teachers. To build this culture, we should respect

organic integration of educational background and part-time

the individual and emphasize the individual role. Because the

situation, the development of communication technology makes

virtual team is different from the traditional team, the members

the global virtual team come true, and external competitive

lack

pressures can also become a motivation for each team member

misunderstanding, Communication is a powerful way to

to accomplish his or her goals. Team members should be

eliminate misunderstandings and a foundation for building a

proactive in their work, should be good at long-term, overall,

culture of trust, cultural EQ is also an important factor to

and long-term, sustainable point of view to analyze, study and

promote the effective communication of virtual team members,

judge the various problems encountered, and try to be

which includes comprehension ability, emotion awareness ability,

professional, strategic and global. Global virtual team members

respect for others, ability to reflect, social insight and so on.

as to

of

enhance

long-term

their professional

understanding,

competence. The

inevitably

lead

to

improve strategizing global vision and decision-making ability;

5.5 Young teachers in Colleges and universities establish

improve the ability to control the overall status of College

correct values and strengthen their professional beliefs in

Teachers' occupation, compaction, growing of college teachers

virtual teams

occupation self-confidence and sense of belonging through
improving their reputation.

The establishment of virtual teams has promoted the
technology sharing, high achievement motivation and high

5.3 Young teachers in Colleges and universities enhance

self-efficacy of young college teachers. To be a member of the

their continuous learning ability and speed up knowledge

University virtual team, the incumbent needs strong motivation,

updating in virtual teams

initiative and perseverance. Besides, they should have the

21st Century is the age of knowledge explosion, during this

courage to meet the challenge, this is the requirement that

time knowledge aging accelerates. Continuous learning and the

college teachers need to not only transmit knowledge, but also
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create the professional characteristics of knowledge. It is also the

future, so as to promote the discipline construction to continuous

inevitable requirement of the openness of the organizational

improvement and prosperity.

structure of the virtual team, the symbiosis of the members of
the organization and the ambiguity of the organizational

--------------------------------------------------------------------

boundaries. Professional knowledge and skills reserve is the
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